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"But oni-chan! I don't get it!"
My FIRST fanfic it's a very short HaoXYoh fic. [incest][drabble][yaoi] [pointless story b/c i was bored]

i keep wondering why i like this couple.(maybe its because i keep reading fics and see fanart about
them)
Provided by Fanart Central.
http://www.fanart-central.net/stories/user/Panda_Chan/12170/Homework
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1 - Homework

Homework

by: Panda-chan

Author's note: Hello!!! this is my first fanfic ever!!! so any tips on writing will help a lot! This is a really
short HaoxYoh fic, so if you don't like then don't read. And also, in this story, Hao came back to life and
is with Yoh (there together).

Disclaimer: I don't own Shaman king

~~~~~~~

Summary: “But oni-chan! I don't get it,” [HaoXYoh] [drabble]

~*~*~*~*~*~

Yoh stared at his homework in frustration. He didn't understand any of it, all those numbers and symbols
just confused him.

“Oni-chan,” Yoh nudged his older brother Hao who was also doing homework.

Hao turned to his otouto “What?” he answered.

“I don't get it, my homework I mean, its confusing,” Yoh stared at his brother, he needed help.

“You don't understand a lot of things Yoh,” Hao said teasingly.

Yoh pouted.“That wasn't very nice. But still, oni-chan, aren't you going to help me?”

“Do it yourself,” Hao went back to his homework

“But oni-chan! I don't get it!” Yoh whined. “Please Hao?” Yoh tugged on Hao's shirt and started to
make a sad puppy face. “Please?”

Hao stared at his younger twin. An idea sparked. Hao wrapped one arm around Yoh's waist pulling him
closer and lifted Yoh's chin with his hand. “I know a way to help you,” Hao grinned mischievously and
dragged Yoh to their bedroom.

~*~*~*~

Owaru

A/n: I know its really bad...and its incest...but I like this couple. ( But I love YohXAnna more)
I hope this didn't offend anyone ^^;;
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